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Generative molecular design strategies have emerged as promising alternatives to trial-and-error

approaches for exploring and optimizing within large chemical spaces. To date, generative models with

reinforcement learning approaches have frequently used low-cost methods to evaluate the quality of the

generated molecules, enabling many loops through the generative model. However, for functional

molecular materials tasks, such low-cost methods are either not available or would require the

generation of large amounts of training data to train surrogate machine learning models. In this work, we

develop a framework that connects the REINVENT reinforcement learning framework with excited state

quantum chemistry calculations to discover molecules with specified molecular excited state energy

levels, specifically molecules with excited state landscapes that would serve as promising singlet fission

or triplet–triplet annihilation materials. We employ a two-step curriculum strategy to first find a set of

diverse promising molecules, then demonstrate the framework's ability to exploit a more focused

chemical space with anthracene derivatives. Under this protocol, we show that the framework can find

desired molecules and improve Pareto fronts for targeted properties versus synthesizability. Moreover,

we are able to find several different design principles used by chemists for the design of singlet fission

and triplet–triplet annihilation molecules.
1 Introduction

Machine learning (ML) methods have emerged as promising
tools for accelerating functional materials discovery.1–6 There
are two common ways that ML methods are leveraged in
molecular design tasks. The rst involves using discriminative
machine learning models to speed up property prediction tasks,
which allows for higher-throughput traversal of targeted
chemical libraries. MLmodels can be trained on existing data to
build quantitative structure–property relationship models.
These predictions are oen sufficiently fast, accurate, and
transferable to justify the upfront cost of training the models.6–9

The second way expedites the design process is by using ML
methods to select the optimal molecules and materials to
simulate (or synthesize). That is, ML is used, either with
generative models or optimization methods, to inversely design
materials or molecules with specied properties.1–3,10–13
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The strength of generative models lies in their capability to
generate new samples by capturing the underlying patterns
from training data.2,3 This approach offers advantages over
traditional trial-and-error efforts, as generative models enable
efficient search through the multidimensional parameter space
with the balance between exploration and exploitation.2,13,14

Through this process, generative models have the potential to
discover novel molecules that may not have been previously
considered and provide new insights into materials design
rules.

In the computational drug discovery community, generative
models have received increasing attention due to their advan-
tages over library-based approaches.15,16 From a certain
perspective, fragment-based library approaches intrinsically
bias the search space, whereas generative models enable
searching over broader, more diverse chemical spaces.
However, these virtual drug design studies have largely focused
on using property prediction tasks that are extremely fast (from
a computational perspective) to calculate.17 These chem-
informatics-based properties can be, for the purposes of this
paper, instantly calculated (e.g., Crippen's log P18 (solubility
estimation through atom-based contributions) and quantitative
estimate of drug-likeness (QED)19). In functional materials
design, especially for electrochemical or photophysical appli-
cations, one cannot solely rely on informatics-based
properties.20–23 Instead, quantum chemistry calculations (e.g.,
semi-empirical methods or density functional theory (DFT)-
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 11045–11055 | 11045
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based calculations) are needed to evaluate the tness of a given
material.

Therefore, the sample efficiency of the generative models is
important, as it indicates the minimal number of quantum
chemistry calculations needed for discovering optimal mole-
cules. Recent studies have examined a series of molecular
optimization methods involving combinations of different
molecular assembly strategies and optimization algorithms.24,25

The SMILES-based REINVENT scheme, which is the generative
model we build upon in this work, remains one of the top-
performing methods across all metrics, considering optimiza-
tion ability and sample efficiency. Usually, a few hundred iter-
ations (64 or 128 molecules sampled per iteration) were
involved in applications of REINVENT for drug discovery.26–28

We note that autoencoders have been employed for active
search in model studies for searching for specied electronic
properties (through iterative retraining of the autoencoder),29

but these methods, if applied with DFT methods as a property
predictor, would require hundreds of thousands DFT calcula-
tions, or an appropriate surrogate method to estimate their
properties. Surrogate models have been employed as electronic
property predictors for organic electronic materials discovery
tasks using the REINVENT workow. Marques et al.21 trained
reorganization energy predictors based on their previous DFT
calculations for a quarter million heteroacenes. Kwak et al.22

trained a glass transition temperature predictor on experi-
mental data, and HOMO/LUMO energy and hole reorganization
energy predictors on low-level DFT calculations for selected
molecules from an initial library of molecules to train the prior
and agent networks for REINVENT.

However, it is oen required to pay additional upfront costs
to train surrogate models on functional materials discovery
projects.1,6,7,11 Additionally, the trained surrogate models risk
transferability to molecules out of the training domains,30

which can potentially hamper the power of generative models to
explore chemical space. For electrochemical applications, St.
John and co-workers23 developed a reinforcement learning
framework based on AlphaZero (a system designed by Deep-
Mind to master Chess, Shogi, and Go) to generate organic
radical molecules for aqueous redox-ow batteries, considering
the task of goal-oriented graph-based molecule generation as
a game. They used two ML surrogate models for optimizing
radical stability and redox potential. For their optimized
organic radicals from the reinforcement learning process, post
hoc DFT validation and retrosynthetic analysis are required to
yield the nal candidates.

To address the challenges of designing organic optoelec-
tronic materials that lack low-cost transferable ML models for
the requisite property prediction, we developed a new protocol
to incorporate high-throughput excited state electronic struc-
ture calculations with the REINVENT workow. The major
advantages of directly using quantum chemistry methods to
calculate properties are increased accuracy and transferability.
Here, we employ reinforcement learning to nd organic mole-
cules with specied electronic properties with our proposed
protocol, focusing on leads for singlet ssion (SF) and triplet–
triplet annihilation (TTA). Both SF and TTA molecular design
11046 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 11045–11055
face challenges due to the complex mechanism of the SF/TTA
processes involving electronic transitions, resulting in a lower
diversity of candidate molecules.31–34 This molecular design
problem offers unique challenges due to the interplay of
structure–property relationships of the singlet and triplet
energy levels when compared to other molecular property
objectives such as redox properties. Thus, we see this problem
as a signicant molecular design opportunity for ML methods.

The aim of this paper is to showcase the potential of rein-
forcement learning protocols to explore and exploit uncharted
regions of chemical space to discover potential candidates in
different functional materials discovery tasks. In the initial
exploratory phase, we demonstrate the power of the framework
to generate novel molecules that were previously unknown,
which allows us to identify a broad range of molecular scaffolds.
Subsequently, we employ REINVENT in a more focused
manner, targeting a chemical space containing anthracene-
containing molecules. Deploying the framework in this
context enabled us to optimize further the molecular scaffolds
discovered in the exploratory phase and exploit their potential
for use in SF/TTA applications without employing brute-force
combinatorial screening procedures.

Recent advances for searching SF/TTA molecules mostly
focus on strategies for ne-tuning the excited-state energies to
make SF/TTA processes thermodynamically more favorable.31,32

Notably, systematic investigations have been conducted to
identify potential singlet ssion molecules, involving the
exploration of various approaches to modify diradical charac-
ters or enhance aromaticity to achieve energy-matching condi-
tions.35,36 These same design rules should also be applicable to
TTA molecules. Consequently, we examine the REINVENT-
generated SF and TTA molecules and compare them with
these established design rules.
2 Computational methods

Here, we rst describe the details of our implementation of the
REINVENT reinforcement learning scheme as applied to
organic electronic materials. Second, we discuss the methods
that we use to evaluate scores of molecules generated at each
iteration of the REINVENT workow. Both cheminformatics
methods and quantum chemistry are used in the scoring eval-
uation step and are fully integrated into the workow.
2.1 Reinforcement learning toward promising SF and TTA
molecules with REINVENT

We implemented REINVENT 3.2,37 a reinforcement learning
framework,12,13 which optimizes a SMILES-based, recurrent
neural network (RNN) agent to generate novel molecules with
targeted properties. The basics of the REINVENT algorithm
consist of four parts, a prior network, an agent network, rein-
forcement learning loops, and scoring functions. Initially,
a sequence-generating recurrent neural network is trained on
the SMILES representation of over a million molecules from the
ChEMBL database38 to generate SMILES strings. To start each
reinforcement learning loop, a second RNN capable of SMILES
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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generation is initialized with the trained prior network as the
agent network (unless stated otherwise). In each iteration of the
reinforcement learning loop, molecules are sampled from the
agent network as SMILES strings and scored according to user-
dened scoring functions. The agent network is then optimized
to generate molecules with desired properties according to the
augmented likelihood. The augmented likelihood combines
scored values and prior likelihood. More details are provided in
Section S2.† This prevents the agent network deviating from the
prior network while learning to generate new molecules with
higher scores. The property targets are achieved through
dening scoring functions, which are, in general, on the
continuous interval [0,1]. The agent network is rewarded when
the total score is close to one and penalized when the score is
closer to zero. Functionally, we take the geometric mean of each
score so the total score remains between 0 and 1.

To enable REINVENT to learn the complex structure–prop-
erty relationship for nding ideal SF and TTA molecules, we
used a two-step curriculum learning strategy26 as shown in Fig. 1
to train an agent network rst on easier objectives and then
later on more challenging objectives. In the rst step of the
curriculum learning strategy, we limited the available chemical
space of the agent network such that it is only allowed to
generate small and rigid organic molecules, due to these
molecules being more likely to be suitable for SF and TTA
materials. At this step, the total scoring function (which is
derived from the following cheminformatics-calculated prop-
erties) is found, with each property resulting in an individual
subscore of zero or one:

(1) Molecular weight <400 Dalton
(2) No consecutive rotatable bonds exist
(3) Synthesizability (SCScore39 #4)
(4) No matches with a list of forbidden substructures
Fig. 1 (a) Overview of the two-step curriculum learning strategy implem
the electronic scoring function evaluate a SMILES string sampled from a

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
In this rst stage, the total score function is discrete,
resulting in a total score of one if all of the criteria are satised
and zero if any are not satised.

It has been shown that goal-directed generation methods are
prone to generate unsynthesizable molecules with high
scores.40,41 Here, we used the SCScore model developed by Coley
et al.39 to assign synthetic complexity score between 1 and 5 to
molecules sampled from the agent network, where a higher
SCScore corresponds to higher synthetic complexity. Though all
synthetic accessibility scoring functions will be inuenced by
biases that exist in published chemical reactions, the SCScore
model is trained on ca. 12 million reactions from the Reaxys
database with the assumption that the products from published
reaction data should be synthetically more complex than cor-
responding reactants. Thus, we determined the highest-allowed
SCScore during the rst step aer comparing between SCScore
for molecules sampled from REINVENT and the calibration set
for the time-dependent DFT (TD-DFT) benchmark in Fig. S1.†

Without synthesizability constraints, a signicantly large
number of molecules saturate the highest (most complex)
SCScore (Fig. S2†). Since we are only interested in small mole-
cules (molecular weight < 400 Dalton) and eventually the
generated molecules need to be solved by retrosynthetic plan-
ning tools within three steps (Section 2.2), using SCScore is used
as a rst-step screening criterion before running excited-state
calculations.

In addition, we added a list of forbidden substructures
(partially motivated by initial substructures generated in our
rst implementations of the workow) that are known to be
unstable (e.g., unrealistic aromatic or anti-aromatic substruc-
tures). If the agent network generates any structures from this
forbidden substructure list, it is penalized. The forbidden
substructures are given in our implementation on the GitHub
ented in this study, (b) REINVENT learning cycle, and (c) details of how
n agent network.

Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 11045–11055 | 11047



Fig. 2 The optimization curves for the exploratory case with (a) total scores, (b) raw S1/T1 gaps, and (c) raw T2/T1 gaps over the reinforcement
learning iterations. Distribution of sampled molecules colored by their earliest sampled iterations for (d) S1/T1 vs. T2/T1 gaps with shaded region
indicates jE(S1)− 2E(T1)j$ 0.5 eV and E(T2)− 2E(T1)$−0.3 eV, (e) E(T1) vs. E(S1) where the solid and dashed lines indicate jE(S1)− 2E(T1)j= 0.5 eV
and E(S1) = 2E(T1), and (f) E(T2) vs. E(T1) where the solid and dashed lines indicate E(T2) − 2E(T1) = −0.3 eV and E(T2) = 2E(T1). Pareto plots of (g)
total score, (h) S1/T1 gap and (i) T2/T1 gap vs. SCScore.
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repository and in Section S2.† In the exploitative case, the agent
network is also be penalized if it fails to generate molecules with
the specied substructure. Aer learning in the rst step, the
resulting agent network becomes the starting agent network for
the second step.

The total scoring function in the second step of the curric-
ulum learning strategy includes excited-state energy gaps in
addition to the cheminformatics criteria shown above. The
design of scoring functions for excited-state energy gaps are
based on evaluating

jE(S1) − 2E(T1)j $0.5 eV (1)

and

E(T2) − 2E(T1) $ −0.3 eV (2)

, which consider the exothermicity of the SF and TTA pathways
(eqn (1)), prevention of energy loss from T1 to T2 upconversion,
11048 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 11045–11055
and uncertainty of TD-DFT calculations (See Fig. S2† for the
continuous scoring transformation). The total score S(X) for
a given SMILES string X, is the geometric mean of the excited-
state energy gaps when other criteria are all satised.

SðX Þ ¼
( ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

pS1T1
� pT2T1

p
if every qis0

0 if any qi ¼ 0
(3)

where pS1T1
and pT2T1

are the scores for the S1/T1 and T2/T1

excited-state energy gaps mentioned above, and qi are the
cheminformatics criteria. It prevents the total score from being
diluted by other cheminformatics criteria and saves computa-
tional costs for the TD-DFT calculations by only considering the
geometric mean of excited-state energy gaps for the total score if
cheminformatics criteria are satised.

To ensure the diversity of the potential SF/TTA molecules
generated at the second step, we used the carbon skeleton
diversity lter from the work by Blaschke et al.42 The diversity
lter keeps track of the number of sampled molecules with the
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 3 Clusters of molecules sampled from the REINVENT exploratory
case. Clusters were identified with HDBScan algorithm on 2-dimen-
sional vectors from UMAP applied to Morgan fingerprints of sampled
molecules. (A) Clusters colored by the cluster number and (B) Clusters
colored by total score and assigned with unique markers for each
cluster number.
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same carbon skeleton derived from the Bemis–Murcko scaf-
fold43 in the same bucket. The diversity lter starts penalizing
molecules with the same carbon skeleton once the bucket for
that specic carbon skeleton is full. Inception13 was allowed
during the reinforcement learning process, which is an experi-
ence replay that can accelerate the learning in the early phase by
replaying previous top-scoring sampled molecules to the agent
network.

Further implementation details including hyperparameters
of the workow, as tailored for this materials design project, are
provided in ESI,† Section S2.
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
2.2 Synthetic accessibility evaluation with a retrosynthetic
planning tool

To sample the chemical space more efficiently, we apply
AiZynthFinder,44 a retrosynthetic planning tool to bias the
generative model during the second step of the reinforcement
learning process with excited-state energy gaps as the objec-
tives. AiZynthFinder utilizes Monte-Carlo tree search to break
down a molecule toward purchasable stock molecules with
recursion. A molecule is considered “solved” if any one of the
reaction routes found by the tree search leads to precursors that
are all “in stock”. A policy neural network trained on reaction
templates guides the tree search with the probability of each
template. Here, we used the policy trained on the US patent
office data (USPTO) set,45 reaction templates from the USPTO
data, and stock molecules created from ZINC46 database,
provided from the original study of AiZynthFinder. We ran the
retrosynthetic planning algorithm for each sampled molecule
that passed the cheminformatics criteria. The total score for
a sampled molecule would become zero and skip the TD-DFT
calculation if it could not be solved within 3 steps.
2.3 Excited-state methods for electronic scoring functions

To calculate the singlet and triplet energies needed for the
evaluation of the scoring function derived from eqn (1) and (2),
we implemented a workow to compute these quantities taking
in the SMILES as input, as has been implemented in several
library-based high-throughput screening studies.47–50

First, we utilized Open Babel 3.1.0 (ref. 51) to generate initial
geometries from SMILES strings, which were then subjected to
quick conformer searches using CREST 2.1.1 (ref. 52) interfaced
with xTB 6.5.1 (ref. 53) to identify the lowest-energy conformers
at the GFN-FF level of theory. The resulting geometries were
converted back to SMILES strings using Open Babel 3.1.0 and
compared with the initial SMILES strings to exclude chemically
unstable molecules. The lowest-energy conformers were then
optimized at the ground state, followed by TD-DFT calculations
to determine the excited-state energies. Ground-state optimi-
zations at the GFN2-xTB level of theory were conducted using
xTB 6.5.1, while ground-state optimizations at the PBEh-3c level
of theory and all TD-DFT calculations were performed using Q-
Chem 5.4.54 The ALPB implicit solvent model was used with xTB
6.5.1, while IEFPCM was used with TD-DFT calculations.
3 Results and discussion

First, we discuss the quantum chemistry results to determine
(both semi-empirical and DFT-based) the suitable excited-state
method for the REINVENT workow. Next, we show how
REINVENT performs in exploring diverse and promising SF/TTA
scaffolds. This was done by analyzing the progression of the
optimization curves, the excited-state energy distribution of the
sampled molecules, and Pareto front plots between the excited-
state scores and SCScore. The Pareto front is dened as the
front where one cannot improve either excited-state scores or
SCScore without sacricing the other. We then transition
REINVENT into exploitative mode to optimize anthracene
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 11045–11055 | 11049



Fig. 4 The optimization curves for the exploitative case on anthracene derivatives with (a) total electronic scores as the geometric mean of the
scores for S1/T1 and T2/T1 gaps, (b) raw S1/T1 gaps, and (c) raw T2/T1 gaps over the reinforcement learning iterations. Distribution of sampled
molecules colored by the earliest iterations they were sampled for (d) S1/T1 vs. T2/T1 gaps with shaded region indicates jE(S1) − 2E(T1)j $ 0.5 eV
and E(T2)− 2E(T1)$−0.3 eV, (e) E(T1) vs. E(S1) where the solid and dashed lines indicate jE(S1)− 2E(T1)j= 0.5 eV and E(S1)= 2E(T1), (f) E(T2) vs. E(T1)
where the solid and dashed lines indicate E(T2) − 2E(T1) = −0.3 eV and E(T2) = 2E(T1), and Pareto plots of (g) total electronic score, (h) S1/T1 gap
and (i) T2/T1 gap vs. SCScore.
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derivatives as SF/TTA molecules and examined the results
similarly to the exploratory study. We scrutinize the highest-
scoring molecules from both studies and infer design rules
for SF/TTA molecules from the molecules generated by the
framework.
3.1 Benchmark results for excited-state methods

In order to strike a balance between accuracy and computa-
tional efficiency, we conducted a benchmark study for vertical
TD-DFT methods with the Tamm-Dancoff approximation (TDA)
that involved three factors (ground state optimization method,
level of theory for TD-DFT calculations, and implicit solvent
environment), resulting in eight choices. For the ground state
optimization method, the choices were PBEh-3c or GFN2-
xTB.55,56 The levels of theory tested for TD-DFT calculations were
B3LYP/6-31G(d) and uB97X-D/def2-SV(P). The tested implicit
“solvents” were implicit toluene or vacuum. For each vertical
TD-DFT method, we made a linear calibration model against
11050 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 11045–11055
experimental S1 and T1 energies.6,31,57 Aer calibrations against
experimental data, we decided to use vertical TD-DFT/B3LYP/6-
31G(d) calculation on the GFN2-xTB ground-state optimized
geometry in vacuum, which has the lowest mean absolute error
in both S1 and T1 energies and is computationally efficient
compared to some of the other protocols considered.
3.2 Exploratory generative design to hunt for high-value
scaffolds

We started the rst-step curriculum learning by using chem-
informatics criteria mentioned in the computational methods
Section 2.1 as the scoring functions. This allows us to break the
problem down into multiple objectives for sequential learning.
The agent network can learn to sample molecules that meet
cheminformatics criteria rst. Later, computationally intensive
excited-state energy criteria are incorporated in the second step.

This provided the agent network with an understanding of
valid SMILES syntax, increasing the percentage of synthesizable
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 5 Top-scoring molecules identified from the exploratory case. Each molecule is labeled by its excited-state energy gaps and total score.
Molecules in the same cluster from the exploratory case are framed together, while anthracene derivatives from the exploitative case are
appended at the end.
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molecules generated. To prevent overtting, we extracted the
agent network from the 200th iteration in the rst-step learning
as the starting point for the second step. We repeated the
second step of curriculum learning ve times, optimization
curves are shown in Fig. 2a–c with the mean values as solid lines
and standard deviations as the shaded region. The total score
converged before it reached 0.5, which is the lowest total score
for molecules to meet both S1/T1 and T2/T1 criteria (jE(S1) −
2E(T1)j $ 0.5 eV and E(T2) − 2E(T1) $ −0.3 eV).

However, there are still 222 molecules satisfying both the
excited-state energy criteria in Fig. 2d. It is harder to meet the
T2/T1 criterion as there are fewer molecules satisfying the T2/T1

criterion (260) compared to the number of molecules satisfying
the S1/T1 criterion (2147). By examining the distribution of
molecules on either side of the dashed line under the shaded
area in Fig. 2e, there are more potential SF molecules than TTA
molecules among those that meet the S1/T1 criterion. This is
due to the fact that molecules generally have E(S1) lower than
twice E(T1) without specic molecular engineering. The agent
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
network could be guided toward generating potential SF/TTA
molecules as molecules sampled from the later iterations are
closer to the targeted region in Fig. 2d. For the Pareto plots in
Fig. 2g–i, molecules sampled from later iterations generally
have higher scores but less synthetic accessibility (higher
SCScore). However, the Pareto front can still improve in later
iterations, as indicated by some of the pieces of the Pareto front
discovered at later iterations.

We performed clustering analysis for all molecules gener-
ated within ve runs, excluding molecules with a total score
smaller than 0.01 (the lowest-scoring molecules obscure the
analysis). Morgan ngerprints (radius = 3 and 2048 bit) of each
molecule were reduced to 2-dimensional vectors using UMAP,58

followed by using HDBScan59 algorithm for building clusters.
There are 11 clusters identied among 7959 molecules,
including 590 unassigned molecules. As shown in Fig. 3, cluster
5 is the largest cluster where sampled molecules have a lower
total score. On the other hand, there are some promising scaf-
folds that were perturbed locally to reach higher scores
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 11045–11055 | 11051
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(functionalization and heteroatom doping, see Fig. 5). This is
more obvious in cluster 0, where a larger spread of low-to-high
total scores is present.

3.3 Exploitative generative design for anthracene derivatives

Although the generative search originating from the ChEMBL-
trained generative model resulted in some promising mole-
cules, in this next test, we focus on integrating the current body
of knowledge on promising singlet ssion scaffolds to deter-
mine the extent that this framework can leverage current
functional materials knowledge to nd new high-value candi-
dates, without using combinatorial libraries.

We tested using REINVENT to exploit a more focused chem-
ical space by guiding the agent network to generate molecules
containing an anthracene scaffold. We note that some anthra-
cene derivatives were found in the exploratory case of Section 3.2,
including a top-scoring molecule (molecule 25 in Fig. 5) with
some room for improvement in both excited-state energy criteria.
In the exploitative case, we followed a similar training procedure
as the exploratory case, but we penalized the agent network for
sampling molecules without the anthracene scaffold starting
from the rst-step learning. As shown in Fig. 4a–c, optimization
curves evolve slower than the exploratory case but eventually
converge around the 400th iteration. The drop in each optimi-
zation curve at Step 11 was caused by the default margin guard
implemented in REINVENT 3.2, which increased the importance
of the total scoring function at Step 10 based on the difference
between the augmented and agent likelihood. In a result similar
to the exploratory case, although themean of optimization curves
has not passed the excited-state criteria, REINVENT still discov-
ered 29 anthracene derivatives meeting both S1/T1 and T2/T1
criteria, including 82 molecules meeting the S1/T1 criterion and
86 molecules meeting the T2/T1 criterion. The Pareto fronts in
Fig. 4 improved throughout the reinforcement learning. With the
exploitative strategy, anthracene derivatives with higher S1/T1 and
T2/T1 scores were found (molecule 28 to 30 in Fig. 5) compared to
molecule 25 from the exploratory case.

3.4 Sample efficiency of REINVENT on electronic properties

Here, we provide an evaluation on the sample efficiency of
SMILES-based REINVENT for optimization on electronic prop-
erties. Following the approach by Gao et al.,40 we calculated the
areas under the curve (AUC) of the top-10 average S1/T1 gap
scores and T2/T1 gap scores versus iteration number (each iter-
ation can call up to 64 DFT calculations), for both exploratory
and exploitative cases, as shown in Section S6.† Here, AUC is
normalized by the maximum possible AUC. For the exploratory
case, the S1/T1 gap score has a much larger AUC top-10 average
than the T2/T1 gap score, which indicates that the T2/T1 gap is
harder to optimize compared to the S1/T1 gap. However, the S1/
T1 gap score has a similar AUC top-10 average compared to the
T2/T1 gap score for the exploitative case, which is the result of
limiting allowed molecular scaffold to anthracene. By
comparing the optimization curves of top-10 average between
exploratory and exploitative cases, one can see that the
exploitative case starts with a larger initial top-10 average but it
11052 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 11045–11055
is later surpassed by the exploratory cases, due to the limited
molecular diversity from restricting to anthracene derivatives.
3.5 Potential design principles from generated molecules

When using generative schemes to discover new parts of
chemical space, we also want to learn design principles for
further molecular engineering and to gain direct physical
insights into the reasons for the high tness of somemolecules.
In this case study, we are able to note several molecular design
strategies that have been recently used in the singlet ssion
community.

To this end, we selected top-scoring molecules from the
exploratory case (total score > 0.65) that satisfy both excited-
state energy criteria. We then grouped these molecules by
their carbon skeleton and identied the molecules with the
highest total score from each group (Fig. 5). First, in cluster 0,
we see that there are many somewhat unconventional (for this
application) conjugated species, including lactone or lactam,
that could lead to Baird aromaticity in excited states through
[4n]-electron rings appearing from resonance structures. We
note that excited-state Baird aromaticity was recently used as
a guiding principle in recent singlet ssion results by Fallon
et al.60

Molecules in cluster 2 are fused thiophene derivatives with
S1/T1 gaps changing from exothermic to endothermic with
longer fused ring systems. The same behavior has been
observed for acenes ranging from anthracene to hexacene.61

Molecules in cluster 4 are acenes and heteroacenes substituted
with hydroxyl groups. These molecules have large T2/T1 gaps
and drive REINVENT for generating similar moieties with
hydroxyl substitutions. Interestingly, molecule 24, an isomer of
1,4-dihydroxyanthraquinone, has quinoidal character and
undergoes excited state intramolecular proton transfer, which
both have been used as design rules for singlet ssion.62,63

Although such design rules can not be captured by the rein-
forcement learning process explicitly, the agent network is
driven to generate molecules matching S1/T1 and T2/T1 criteria,
which requires molecular engineering to tune excited singlet
and triplet energies. Though we are only calculating the vertical
excitation energies here, the presence of the neighboring H
atom (though not transferred in the calculation), appears to
inuence the excited state energies. More generally, top-scoring
molecules generated by REINVENT have some level of diradical
character, as they include common diradicaloids mentioned
above and proposed before.60,64 With different combinations of
functionalization and scaffold doping, excited-state energies of
molecules sampled by REINVENT were tuned to achieve
a higher total score. Meanwhile, retrosynthetic planning kept
REINVENT from generating exotic molecules with higher
excited-state energy scores. Finally, we can see a preference for
introducing functional groups at position 9 in the top-scoring
anthracene derivatives, which has been shown to alter excited-
state energy the most compared to position 1 and 2.65 In addi-
tion to electronic effects, a bulky tertiary amino group was
introduced for molecule 28 to distort the planarity of anthra-
cene and shi the excited-state energies.
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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3.6 Excited-state analysis and potential applications of
generated molecules

To evaluate the potential use of these generated molecules in
the optoelectronic applications, we further examined the
excited-state energies (beyond the criteria used in our scoring
functions) and interstate properties for SF/TTA candidates
meeting both S1/T1 and T2/T1 in exploratory and exploitative
cases. Distributions of S1 energies, T1 energies, S0–S1 oscillator
strength, and S1–T1 spin–orbital couplings are shown in
Fig. S5.† The SF/TTA candidates collected from exploratory and
exploitative cases cover broad ranges of S1 (2.08 ∼3.66 eV) and
T1 (0.88 ∼1.98 eV) energy levels, which provide a spectral range
of ultraviolet-to-near-infrared photon conversion. For example,
SF down-conversion and TTA up-conversion allows for
improving efficiency of the solar cell, where the triplet energy
levels of SF materials and singlet energy levels of TTA materials
should be larger than the band gap (Eg) of the solar cell to inject
charge carriers. Here, the generated SF/TTA candidates could
potentially be applied in the major class of solar cell such as
crystalline silicon (Eg ∼1.1 eV), GaAs (Eg ∼1.4 eV), and high-Eg
perovskites (Eg ∼1.6 eV).66 In addition, the majority of the S0–S1
oscillator strengths of the generated molecules lies above 0.1,
which makes them potentially suitable as SF materials. One of
the competing deactivation pathways for SF processes is direct
conversion from excited singlet to triplet energy levels through
intersystem crossing. S1–T1 spin–orbital couplings are calcu-
lated by the one-electron Breit–Pauli Hamiltonian67 to estimate
the probability of intersystem crossing. All of the generated
molecules exhibit weak S1–T1 spin–orbital couplings
(<10 cm−1), which typically holds for organic conjugated
molecules.34
4 Conclusions

We have implemented a framework that uses the REINVENT
reinforcement learning framework informed with quantum
chemistry calculations to search for lead candidates for SF and
TTA organic functional materials. The framework includes
a two-step curriculum learning strategy that aims for (1)
learning easier and less computationally expensive chem-
informatics criteria rst, followed by (2) learning chem-
informatics criteria together with electronic scoring functions.
We applied this framework to a nontrivial task of discovering
SF/TTA molecules. REINVENT is capable of nding a series of
distinct top-scoring molecules that satisfy both S1/T1 and T1/T2

criteria in the exploratory case. Molecules with higher scores
were found and Pareto fronts of electronic scores versus syn-
thesizability were improved throughout the training iterations.
To further optimize the molecular scaffolds found in the
exploratory case, we ran REINVENT in an exploitative mode,
restricting to anthracene derivatives. Anthracene derivatives
with higher S1/T1 and T1/T2 scores were found in the exploitative
case. Thus, switching between exploratory and exploitative
modes provides a potentially more efficient way to discover
optimal molecules within the vast chemical space. By inspect-
ing the generated molecules from both cases, we saw that
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
REINVENT has generated molecules that can be interpreted in
the context of more general rules of nding molecules with
some level of diradical character and ne-tuned excited-state
energies with side-group substitutions.

Here, our focus was on nding promising initial leads that
have the necessary molecular energy levels to be considered
leads for SF and TTA applications. The lead molecules can be
subjected to further evaluation based on their chemical-,
thermal-, and photostability.35 For example, polyacenes found
in the exploratory case in Fig. 5 can readily undergo reactions
with oxygen to form endo-peroxides and self-dimerize through
photoexcitation.68 Using reactivity prediction models69 or
providing reaction SMARTS strings to exclude common degra-
dation reactions for SF/TTA motifs can potentially serve as
a rst-step screening criterion. More detailed quantum chem-
istry (usually multireference calculations involving dimers of
molecules)34,70,71 can be employed to assess the potential effi-
ciency of SF and TTAmechanisms for each individual molecule.
The higher computational costs of these calculations make
them difficult to incorporate directly into the reinforcement
learning framework presented here, though these methods
could be used as part of smaller-scale, virtual screening work-
ows on the initial leads. Further optimization of the frame-
work and additional adjustments and additions to design
strategies (e.g., more advanced reward functions) could accel-
erate the framework as more objectives (and potentially more
challenging objectives) are simultaneously considered for
different molecular design problems.
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